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Level 1 vault

STRETCH JUMP ONTO A RAISED MAT SURFACE (A MINIMUM OF 16”) AND 
THEN HANDSTAND FALL TO STRAIGHT LYING POSITION ON THE BACK

The gymnast may perform the vault (both skills) two times.  Each phase of the vault is worth 5.0 points with the score 
of each phase added together.  The highest total score of the two vaults will count.  
Three running approaches are permitted if the gymnast has not touched the springboard and/or the mat stack.   A 
fourth approach is not permitted.

STRETCH JUMP
The suggested number of running steps is approximately seven to nine steps before executing a hurdle and rebound 
from the board. There is NO deduction for more or less steps.  The body should be tight, with the abdominals in, to 
execute a STRETCH JUMP while maintaining a straight-hollow body position. 
Land in demi-plié. 
ARMS: Lift to high on the JUMP. The landing position of the arms is optional. 
Extend the legs to finish in a straight stand.
ARMS:  Move to high position.
HANDSTAND FALL TO STRAIGHT LYING POSITION
The gymnast may step backward onto the board or remain on the mat prior to the kick up to handstand; how-
ever, the hands must be placed on the mat.
Step forward through the ball of the Right foot and execute a Right lunge.  Lift the Left leg backward-upward 
maintaining a straight line from the hands, torso, and Left leg while reaching for the skill cushion.  Continue this 
levering action and lift the Left leg backward-upward as the torso lowers.  Place the hands shoulder-width apart on 
the skill cushion while pushing off with the Right leg to arrive in a HANDSTAND with legs together, head neutral with 
focus on the hands, with a straight, tight body position. Overbalance the HANDSTAND, maintaining a straight, tight 
body position and land in a STRAIGHT LYING POSITION ON THE BACK.
Note: In the event the athlete lands the STRETCH JUMP too far down the skill cushion, they may take steps 
backward to allow adequate space for the HANDSTAND TO STRAIGHT LYING POSITION.

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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1. Run accelerates, shows good form and technique and maintains speed to the board for the STRETCH JUMP.
2. The arms swing forward to a completely extended shoulder position with the feet on the board in front of the body 

and show a tight straight body position during the STRETCH JUMP.
3. Achieves a vertical HANDSTAND position with the arms straight before and during the FALL TO STRAIGHT    

LYING POSITION ON THE BACK.
4. Maintains a straight-hollow body position from support in HANDSTAND to BACK LYING POSITION with the legs        

together and feet pointed throughout the FALL TO STRAIGHT LYING POSITION ON THE BACK.

LeveL 1 vauLt evaLuation Points

Approach

Up to 0.30 Failure to maintain horizontal running speed to the board
Up to 0.30 Excessive forward lean of body upon board contact
Each 0.30 Additional jumps on the board (double bouncing)

5.00 Running on the board and stepping up on the mat  

Stretch Jump 
from Board to 
Mat 
*See pg. 159 
Landing 
Clarification

Up to 0.50 Lack of height on Stretch Jump
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.30

Failure to maintain a stretched body position during jump
•	 Pike
•	 Tuck
•	 Arch

Up to 0.30 Incorrect arm and head alignment
Up to 0.20 Legs separated
Up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form
Up to 0.50 Failure to land in demi-plié with control and proper body position

0.05 Lands with feet hip-width apart or closer but never joins feet
0.10 Lands with feet further than hip-width apart

Up to 0.10 Lands with feet staggered (one in front of the other)

General
Up to 0.30 Incorrect direction

No deduction 
Void

Run-approach without executing the vault (Balk) 
•	 Touching the springboard or mat stack

LeveL 1 vauLt tabLe of PenaLties
STRETCH JUMP ONTO A MINIMUM OF 16 INCHES OF MATTING 

Approach
Each up to 0.20 Failure to maintain arms next to ears while reaching for the mat

Up to 0.10 Failure to use levering action into the handstand.
Each 0.50 Extra kick up to handstand

Handstand

Up to 0.50 Bent arms
Up to 0.30 Bent legs
Up to 0.20 Legs separated
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.30
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.30 

Incorrect alignment in the handstand
•	 Showing a shoulder angle less than 180 degrees
•	 Pike
•	 Arch

Each 0.10 Additional hand placements (taking steps on hands)
Up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form

Post-Hand-
stand
Landing

Up to 1.00 Failure to land in a straight lying position on the back

HANDSTAND, FALL TO STRAIGHT LYING POSITION 

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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0.10 Incorrect (simultaneous) hand placement
Up to 0.30 Failure to attain vertical

0.20 Failure to perform the ¼ (90º) turn 
Up to 0.10 ¼ (90º) turn incomplete or overturned
Up to 0.10 Failure to maintain hand contact until the body passes by the horizontal plane of the beam
Up to 0.60 Failure to complete dismount (these deductions do not include possible body position 

faults):
When	the	gymnast	attempts	but	fails	to	complete	the	dismount,	apply	the	specific	
deductions as listed for those phases not performed:
Example:  Attempts dismount, does not attain vertical, then falls and does not repeat: 
 Deduct Up to 0.30  (failure to attain vertical)
  0.20  (failure to perform the 90° turn)
   =  0.50 for incomplete element + 0.50 (fall) for a TOTAL OF 1.00

Points of emphasis:  Body and head in alignment

CARTWHEEL TO SIDE HANDSTAND, 1/4 (90º) TURN DISMOUNT (CONTINUED)

1. Show good continuity throughout MOUNT to STAND. 
2. Show vertical and levering action into and out of CROSS HANDSTAND
3. Show good alignment and posture throughout ARABESQUE, STRAIGHT LEG LEAP, and PIVOT TURNS
4. Show good alignment and posture throughout HEEL-SNAP TURN and CARTWHEEL TO SIDE HANDSTAND, ¼ 

(90°) TURN DISMOUNT.  

LeveL 3 baLance beam evaLuation Points

1. Series of split jumps on a spring surface
 Demi-plié both legs with the heels down on a spring surface (a springboard, spring floor, trampoline, or tumble  
 track).  Push off the spring surface, extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute  
 a SPLIT JUMP with an even leg separation with the Right leg forward, Left leg behind.  Close both legs, 
 landing on both feet in demi-plié, pressing through the balls of the feet.  Immediately rebound to execute two  
 more jumps.

2. Handstand forward roll on low beam
 Step forward through the ball of the Right foot and execute a Right lunge. (a straight leg entrance is also  
 acceptable.) Lift the Left leg backward-upward, maintaining a straight line from the hands, torso, and Left leg 
 while reaching for the beam.  Continue this levering action and lift the Left leg backward-upward as the torso 
 lowers.  Reach forward to grasp the beam, placing the hands side-by-side with the thumbs on top of the 
 beam. Push off the beam with the Right leg to arrive in a Cross Handstand with legs together, with the head 
 neutral and a straight, tight body position.  Lean forward past vertical. Bend the arms, lowering the back of 
 the head and shoulders onto the beam by tucking the chin to the chest. Finish the HANDSTAND FORWARD 
 ROLL by continuing to roll forward, tucking the legs and pulling the knees close to the chest. Knees should 
 remain together with the heels close to the buttocks. Place the feet on the beam one in front of the other and 
 lean forward to arrive in a tuck stand.  Immediately straighten the legs to finish in a straight stand.

3.  Cartwheel ¼ (90º) turn inward on low beam  
 Step forward through the ball of the Right foot and execute a Right lunge (a straight leg entrance is also 
 acceptable). Lift the Left leg backward-upward, maintaining a straight line from the hands, torso, and Left leg 
 while reaching for the beam.  Continue this levering action and lift the Left leg backward-upward as the torso 
 lowers. Reach forward to place the Right hand sideways on the beam as the body turns 90º Left.  Place the 
 Left hand on the beam sideways or slightly turned in (hands shoulder-width apart) as the Right leg pushes 
 off the beam to execute a CARTWHEEL Right.  The head remains in alignment, with the shoulder and hip 
 angle open, and focus under the Left arm in order to see the beam on the step-down.  Turn 90º inward to 
 step down using the levering action to finish in a Left lunge, pressing the Left knee and both hips forward.  
 The arms remain in high throughout and as the step down occurs and open sideward-diagonally-upward on 
 the lunge.

LeveL 3 baLance beam suPPLementary skiLLs

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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Level 4 vault

HANDSPRING VAULT

The gymnast may perform two vaults, with the better score to count.
Three running approaches are permitted if the gymnast has not touched the springboard and/or the mat stack.  A 
fourth approach is not permitted.

The number of running steps is optional.  The run should be even and strong, accelerating to the hurdle onto the 
board. During the preflight (first flight), the arms swing forward to complete shoulder extension, keeping the head 
neutral, and the eyes focused toward the hands.  Maintain a straight-hollow body position with the legs together and 
hips extended. The gymnast rotates to an inverted position by driving the legs/heels backward-upward. Upon hand 
contact, quickly and forcefully extend the shoulders to block against the vault table with straight arms, causing the 
body to leave the vault table near vertical.
During the after-flight, maintain a tight, straight-hollow body position with hips extended and the head neutral. The 
rotation continues until the landing in demi-plié.
ARMS: High throughout pre-flight, block and after-flight. The position of the arms on landing is optional. 
Extend the legs to finish in a straight stand. 
ARMS: Move to high position.

General 
Faults

Each phase up to 0.30
Each phase up to 0.50

Failure to maintain a straight body position
•	 Arch
•	 Pike

Each phase up to 0.30 Legs bent
Each phase up to 0.20 Legs separated
Each phase up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form
Each phase up to 0.10 Incorrect head alignment

Up to 0.30 Deviation from a straight direction
Up to 0.30 Insufficient	dynamics	(speed/power)

2.00 Aid	of	coach	during	first	flight,	support,	or	second	flight	phase
VOID Performing incorrect vault (i.e., squat on, etc.)
0.50 Aid of coach upon landing

No deduction
VOID

 Run-approach without executing the vault (Balk) 
•	 Touching	the	springboard	or	vault	table

LeveL 4 vauLt tabLe of PenaLties

First Flight See Vault General Faults

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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Support 
Phase

Up to 0.50 Arms bent
2.00 Completely bent arms causing head to contact vault table

Up to 0.30 Incorrect shoulder alignment (showing shoulder angle less than 180°)
Up to 0.50 Too long in support
Up to 0.20 Alternate repulsion
Up to 1.00

No deduction
0.05 - 0.50
0.55 - 1.00

Angle of repulsion (failure to leave vault table by vertical - Angle of 
repulsion is determined by the angle created from the hands to the body 
part that is furthest past vertical)
If the gymnast leaves the vault table by:
•	 Vertical
•	 1° to 45° past vertical
•	 46° - 89° past vertical

Each 0.10 Additional hand placements (taking steps/hops on hands)
Chief judge-1.00 Touch of only one hand on vault table

VOID No hand support on vault table

Second 
Flight

Up to 0.50 Insufficient	height
Up to 0.30 Insufficient	distance

0.30  Brush, touch, or hit of body on far end of vault table  

0.05 Lands with feet hip-width apart or closer but never joins feet

Up to 0.10 Lands with feet staggered (one in front of the other)

Landing 0.10 Lands with feet further than shoulder-width apart

*see pg 159 
Landing 
Clarification

Up to 0.10 Slight hop or small adjustment of feet
Up to 0.10 Extra arm swing(s)
Up to 0.20 Additional trunk movements to maintain balance
Up to 0.20 Incorrect body posture on landing

(Max. 0.40) Each 0.10 Taking steps after landing
(Max. 0.40) Each 0.20 Very large step or jump

Up to 0.30 Squat upon landing

Up to 0.30
0.50

Contacting the mat or apparatus with one or both hands or 
with body after landing
•	 Brush, touch, or hit
•	 Support on hand(s) or fall onto mat or against apparatus

(Includes the fall) 2.00
(Fall on apparatus)

0.50 + 2.00 = 2.50

Failure	to	land	on	the	feet	first	on	the	mat
•	 Finishes in a sitting, lying or standing position on the vault table

 .05 – .50

45°

.55 – 1.00

LeveL 4 vauLt suPPLementary skiLLs
1. Handspring over table onto stacked mats to back lying position
 Stack mats behind the vault table to the height of the table. Execute a handspring vault with good rotation, 
 blocking through the shoulders and maintaining a tight straight-hollow body position. Land in a straight-lying 
 position on the back, with arms extended overhead.

2. Handspring repulsion drill
 Stack mats behind the vault table slightly higher than the table. Execute a handspring vault with the emphasis 
 on the shoulder block (quick and explosive extension of the shoulders immediately upon contact with the 
 table). The head remains neutral with focus on the hands. Arrive on the hands on the stacked mats. 
 Maintaining a straight-hollow body position with legs together, continue past vertical to land on the skill 
 cushion in a straight-lying position on the back.

3.  Front Salto Stretched  
 From a controlled run approach and hurdle onto a springboard, immediately swing the arms explosively 
 forward-upward while lifting the heels backward-upward to execute a Front Salto Stretched onto an 8-inch 
 skill cushion or solid foam pit. Complete the rotation to land on the feet with the body upright.

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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CARTWHEEL TO SIDE HANDSTAND, ¼ (90º) TURN DISMOUNT (CONTINUED)
a ¼ (90º) TURN Right on the Right arm. Raise the upper body, maintaining a straight body position as the legs 
lower in preparation for landing.  Demi-plié as the feet contact the mat in a balanced and controlled position (“stick”), 
pressing through the balls of the feet to lower the heels onto the mat.  
ARMS:  The Right hand must remain on the beam at least until the body passes by the horizontal plane of the beam. 
Extend the legs to finish in a straight stand, with the Right side of the body at the side of the beam. 
ARMS:  Lift forward-upward to sideward-diagonally-upward.

0.10 Incorrect (simultaneous) hand placement
Up to 0.30 Failure to attain vertical
Up to 0.10 Failure to hold one second

0.20 Failure to perform ¼ (90º) turn
Up to 0.10 ¼ (90º) turn incomplete or overturned
Up to 0.10 Failure to maintain hand contact on beam until body passes by the horizontal plane 
Up to 0.60 Failure to complete dismount (these deductions do not include possible body position 

faults):
When	the	gymnast	attempts	but	fails	to	complete	the	dismount,	apply	the	specific	
deductions as listed for those phases not performed:
Example:  Attempts dismount, does not attain vertical, then falls and does not repeat: 
Deduct Up to 0.30  (failure to attain vertical)
                                             0.10     (not held one second)
  0.20  (failure to perform 90° turn)
             =  0.60     for incomplete element + 0.50 (fall) for a TOTAL OF 1.10

Points of emphasis:  Body and head alignment; hold at vertical

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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CROSS STEP; LUNGE TURN; SEQUENTIAL WAVE (CONTINUED) 
in the abdominals.  
ARMS:  Move the Right arm forward to forward-diagonally low. Lift the Left arm backward-upward to finish in 
backward-diagonally-upward.
FOCUS:  Down. 
Begin a supple SEQUENTIAL WAVING action by pushing both hips forward and extending the legs to finish in an 
upright stand (flat or in relevé).
ARMS:  Lower the Right arm downward-backward to backward-diagonally-downward.  Lift the Left arm forward-
upward to forward-diagonally-upward.
FOCUS:  At the finish of the movement, focus forward-diagonally-upward over the Left hand.

14.  *ROUND-OFF (0.40); FLIC-FLAC (0.60); FLIC-FLAC (0.60); REBOUND

Run (no specific number of steps) and hurdle, using one of the acceptable hurdle techniques listed in the Glossary to 
execute a ROUND-OFF. Immediately jump backward onto the hands in an inverted stretched body position to execute 
two FLIC-FLACS, followed by a REBOUND with a stretched body.  Land in demi-plié in a balanced and controlled 
position (“stick”).  Pause.
ARMS:  High throughout.  As the landing of the REBOUND occurs, the arm position is optional. 
Extend the legs to finish in a straight stand.  
ARMS:  Move to high, then open to sideward-diagonally-upward.

Max.of 0.10 Failure to contract and/or extend in Sequential wave

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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Level 5 vault

HANDSPRING VAULT

The gymnast may perform two vaults, with the better score to count.
Three running approaches are permitted if the gymnast has not touched the springboard and/or the mat stack.  A 
fourth approach is not permitted.

The number of running steps is optional.  The run should be even and strong, accelerating to the hurdle onto the 
board. During the preflight (first flight), the arms swing forward to complete shoulder extension, keeping the head 
neutral, and the eyes focused toward the hands. Maintain a straight-hollow body position with the legs together and 
hips extended. The gymnast rotates to an inverted position by driving the legs/heels backward-upward. Upon hand 
contact, quickly and forcefully extend the shoulders to block against the vault table with straight arms, causing the 
body to leave the vault table near vertical.
During the after-flight, maintain a tight, straight-hollow body position with hips extended and the head neutral. The 
rotation continues until the landing in demi-plié.
ARMS: High throughout pre-flight, block and after-flight. The position of the arms on landing is optional. 
Extend the legs to finish in a straight stand. 
ARMS: Move to high position.

General 
Faults

Each phase up to 0.30
Each phase up to 0.50

Failure to maintain a straight body position
•	 Arch
•	 Pike

Each phase up to 0.30 Legs bent
Each phase up to 0.20 Legs separated
Each phase up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form
Each phase up to 0.10 Incorrect head alignment

Up to 0.30 Deviation from a straight direction
Up to 0.30 Insufficient	dynamics	(speed/power)

VOID Aid	of	coach	during	first	flight,	support,	or	second	flight	phase
VOID Performing incorrect vault (i.e., squat on, etc.)
0.50 Aid of coach upon landing

No deduction
VOID

 Run-approach without executing the vault (Balk) 
•	 Touching	the	springboard	or	vault	table

LeveL 5 vauLt tabLe of PenaLties

First Flight See Vault General Faults

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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LeveL 5 vauLt suPPLementary skiLLs
1. Handspring over table onto stacked mats to back lying position
 Stack mats behind the vault table to the height of the table. Execute a handspring vault with good rotation, 
 blocking through the shoulders and maintaining a tight straight-hollow body position. Land in a straight lying 
 position on the back, with arms extended overhead.

2. Handspring repulsion drill
 Stack mats behind the vault table slightly higher than the table. Execute a handspring vault with the emphasis 
 on the shoulder block (quick and explosive extension of the shoulders immediately upon contact with the 
 table). The head remains neutral with focus on the hands. Arrive on the hands on the stacked mats. 
 Maintaining a straight-hollow body position with legs together, continue past vertical to land on the skill 
 cushion in a straight lying position on the back.

3.  Front Salto Stretched  
 From a controlled run approach and hurdle onto a springboard, immediately swing the arms explosively 
 forward-upward while lifting the heels backward-upward to execute a Front Salto Stretched onto an 8-inch 
 skill cushion or solid foam pit. Complete the rotation to land on the feet with the body upright.

Support 
Phase

Up to 0.50 Arms bent
2.00 Completely bent arms causing head to contact vault table

Up to 0.30 Incorrect shoulder alignment (showing shoulder angle less than 180°)
Up to 0.50 Too long in support
Up to 0.20 Alternate repulsion
Up to 1.00

No deduction
0.05 - 0.50
0.55 - 1.00

Angle of repulsion (failure to leave vault table by vertical-Angle of repulsion 
is determined by the angle created rom the hands to the bo dy part that is 
furthest past vertical.)
If the gymnast leaves the vault table by: 
•	 Vertical
•	 1° to 45° past vertical
•	 46° - 89° past vertical

Each 0.10 Additional hand placements (taking steps/hops on hands)
Chief judge-1.00 Touch of only one hand on vault table

VOID No hand support on vault table

Second 
Flight

Up to 0.50 Insufficient	height
Up to 0.30 Insufficient	distance

0.30  Brush, touch, or hit of body on far end of vault table  

Landing 
Phase

*See p.159 
Landing 
Clarification

0.05 Lands with feet hip-width apart or closer but never joins feet
Up to 0.10 Lands with feet staggered (one in front of the other)

0.10 Lands with feet further than hip-width apart
Up to 0.10 Slight hop or small adjustment of feet
Up to 0.10 Extra arm swing(s)
Up to 0.20 Additional trunk movements to maintain balance
Up to 0.20 Incorrect body posture on landing

(Max. 0.40) Each 0.10 Taking steps after landing
0.20 Very large step or jump

Up to 0.30 Squat upon landing

Up to 0.30
0.50

Contacting the mat or apparatus with one or both hands or 
with body after landing
•	 Brush, touch, or hit
•	 Support on hand(s) or fall onto mat or against apparatus

(Includes the fall) 2.00
(Fall on apparatus)

0.50 + 2.00 = 2.50

Failure	to	land	on	the	feet	first	on	the	mat

•	 Finishes in a sitting, lying or standing position on the vault table

 .05 – .50

45°

.55 – 1.00

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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8.  LONG HANG PULLOVER (0.60)

Open the shoulder angle to push backward, maintaining a hollow-body position as the downward-forward swing 
begins. As the feet pass the low bar, relax the hollow position to a slight arch. Maintain this position through vertical 
(under the bar) and aggressively kick forward-upward and over the high bar. The head remains neutral. As the hips 
rise up and over the bar, maintain an overgrip and shift the hands to the top of the bar to execute a LONG HANG 
PULLOVER.  Pass through a support phase with the hips touching or clear of the bar and maintain straight arms and 
legs throughout.

0.10 Failure to show slight arched position on bottom of downswing
Up to 0.20 Excessive piking of body

0.30 Failure to maintain overgrip (hands completely release bar)
1.00 Performing a backward giant circle prior to pulling hips toward bar

Points of emphasis:  Show arch at bottom of swing and straight arms while passing through a controlled 
front support

9.  UNDERSWING; FIRST COUNTERSWING (A MINIMUM OF 15° BELOW 
     HORIzONTAL) (0.60)

Immediately press the bar downward to contact the mid to lower thigh, while keeping the head neutral, chest and 
torso hollow, and the arms straight. Maintain this position while leaning the shoulders backward and circling the bar 
with the hips away from the bar.  A slight touch of the thighs on the bar is acceptable. As the hips rise, completely 
open the shoulder angle while pressing the bar backward to execute an UNDERSWING. Maintain a straight-hollow 
body position, with the arms and legs straight throughout and the head neutral. More emphasis should be placed on 
the correct body position than the height of the UNDERSWING.

0.20 Failure to contact the bar with the mid to lower thighs between the completion of the long 
hang pullover and the initiation of the underswing

Up to 0.10 Failure to maintain neutral head position
Up to 0.20 Failure to maintain a straight-hollow body position throughout

0.20 Hips contacting bar (no deduction for thighs touching bar)

Points of emphasis:  Straight arms and legs and straight-hollow body position

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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9.  CROSS STEP; FORWARD STEPS; ½ (180°) PIVOT TURN; SEQUENTIAL 
     WAVE

Take a step forward Left in relevé, then step Right on a straight leg (not in relevé) with the Right foot placed parallel on 
the beam (cross position down the length of the beam).
ARMS:  Lower downward to low.
CROSS the Left foot behind the Right foot to STEP FORWARD Left toward the outside (Right side) of the Right foot 
(not in relevé), finishing with the Left foot on the beam in front of the Right foot with Right calf touching the Left shin.  
Simultaneously as the Left leg moves, the Right foot will press up to a forced arch with the Right leg in demi-plié. The 
hips are allowed to slightly twist to the Left during the STEPS. 
ARMS:  Lift both arms forward-upward to crown. 
Immediately STEP FORWARD in relevé on the Right; then Left foot.  Close the Right foot behind the Left foot in 
relevé “lock” stand.  
ARMS:  Making a circle, lower both arms sideward-downward-forward-upward to crown.
Execute a quick/sharp ½ (180°) PIVOT TURN to the Right.  Maintain straight body alignment and high relevé 
throughout the TURN.  
ARMS:  Remain in crown.
Demi-plié the Right leg and bend the Left knee forward and pull the pointed Left foot forward to touch the Right knee 
(forward passé).  Simultaneously, contract in the mid-torso/core.  
ARMS:  Leading with the backs of the wrists (palms up), lower both arms forward-downward to forward-middle.
Extend the Right leg.  The Left foot remains in forward passé.  Simultaneously, perform a SMALL upper body 
SEQUENTIAL WAVING action by releasing the contraction and arching in the upper back to finish with the torso 
upright.  
ARMS:  Lower both arms forward-downward-backward-upward to finish in sideward-diagonally-upward.   
HEAD:  The head is allowed, but not required, to release at the completion of the movement. 
FOCUS:  Forward at the completion of the movement.

10.  1/1 (360º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ (0.40)

Step forward Left; then point the slightly turned out Right leg forward on the beam.
ARMS:  On the step, lower both arms sideward-downward to low, and then lift the Right arm forward-upward to 
forward-middle-curved.  Simultaneously move the Left arm sideward-upward to side-middle for the preparation of the 
TURN.
Transfer the weight onto the Right foot, using one of the acceptable TURN preparations listed in the Glossary.  
Execute a 1/1 (360º) TURN to the Right in relevé, bending the Left knee forward and pulling the pointed Left foot

 Max. of 0.10  Failure to contract and/or extend in Sequential wave

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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CARTWHEEL TO SIDE HANDSTAND, ¼ (90º) TURN DISMOUNT (CONTINUED) 
ARMS:  Reversing the direction of the previous circle, circle both arms upward-backward-downward-forward-upward 
to high.
Step forward through the ball of the Right foot and execute a Right lunge (straight leg entrance is also acceptable). 
Lift the Left leg backward-upward, maintaining a straight line from the hands, torso, and Left leg while reaching for 
the beam.  Continue this levering action and lift the Left leg backward-upward as the torso lowers.  Reach forward to 
place the Right hand sideways on the beam as the body turns 90º Left. Place the Left hand on the beam sideways 
(hands shoulder-width apart) as the Right leg pushes off the beam to execute a SIDE HANDSTAND with legs 
together, shoulders extended, hip angle open, head neutral and focus on the hands. Hold two seconds. Slightly 
over-balance the HANDSTAND while shifting the weight to the Right arm. Lift the Left hand off the beam and execute 
a ¼ (90º) TURN Right on the Right arm. Raise the upper body, maintaining a straight body position as the legs 
lower in preparation for landing.  Demi-plié as the feet contact the mat in a balanced and controlled position (“stick”), 
pressing through the balls of the feet to lower the heels onto the mat.  
ARMS:  The Right hand must remain on the beam at least until the body passes by the horizontal plane of the beam.  
Extend the legs to finish in a straight stand, with the Right side of the body at the side of the beam.  
ARMS:  Lift forward-upward to sideward-diagonally-upward.

0.10 Incorrect (simultaneous) hand placement
Up to 0.30 Failure to attain vertical
Up to 0.20 Failure to hold two seconds

0.20 Failure to perform ¼ (90º) turn
Up to 0.10 ¼ (90º) turn incomplete or overturned
Up to 0.10 Failure to maintain hand contact on beam until body passes by the horizontal plane 
Up to 0.60 Failure to complete dismount (these deductions do not include possible body position 

faults):
When	the	gymnast	attempts	but	fails	to	complete	the	dismount,	apply	the	specific	
deductions as listed for those phases not performed:
Example:  Attempts dismount, does not attain vertical, then falls and does not repeat: 
Deduct Up to 0.30  (failure to attain vertical)
                                             0.20  (not held two seconds)          
  0.20  (failure to perform 90° turn)
             =  0.70     for incomplete element + 0.50 (fall) for a TOTAL OF 1.20

Points of emphasis:  Body and head alignment; hold at vertical

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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SIDE PASSÉ POSE; 1/1 (360º) TURN IN FORWARD PASSÉ (CONTINUED)
ARMS:  The arms are in crown during the TURN.  The pathway to move the arms from the preparation to crown is 
optional.   
Step forward onto the Left leg in demi-plié.  Immediately straighten the Left leg to stand with the Right leg extended 
backward slightly turned out, and the Right foot pointed on the floor.  (The Right leg is allowed to plié or to remain 
extended before the Right foot points on the floor.)
ARMS:  Open supplely sideward-diagonally upward.

0.10 Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé)
0.30 Use of heel-snap turn technique

Points of emphasis:  Immediate placement of free leg to forward passé position, complete 360° turn in 
relevé, control at completion

12.  CROSS STEP; LUNGE TURN; SEQUENTIAL WAVE

Step forward Right (slightly turned out and not in relevé).  The length of the step is optional.
ARMS:  Lower both arms sideward-downward to side-middle.
CROSS the Left foot behind the Right foot to STEP forward Left (not in relevé), finishing with the Left foot in front of 
the Right with the Right calf touching the Left shin.  As the Left leg moves, the Right foot will press up to a forced arch 
with the Right leg bent.  The torso twists to the Left (to face Side 1) during the STEPS.
ARMS:  With the Right arm, perform an inward forearm circle starting with the hand moving upward, then toward the 
center of the chest.  Continue to softly open to side-middle with the palm down.  The Left arm remains side-middle.
Immediately step forward in relevé Right; then take a large step in relevé with the Left foot to finish with the feet 
separated.  (4th position relevé)
Untwist the torso to face Corner 2.
ARMS:  Lower both arms sideward-downward to low.
Turning 180° to the Right, execute a pivot TURN with the feet separated, finishing with the Left foot flat and the Right 
heel lifted off the floor (forced arch), turned out in a LUNGE position. (It is acceptable to turn the torso to the Left.)
ARMS:  Remain in low on pivot TURN.  Optional on the LUNGE.  
FOCUS:  Optional on the LUNGE.
Step backward Right to close the Right foot beside the Left foot, finishing in a straight stand on both feet. (flat or in 
relevé)
ARMS:  Move both arms to finish backward-diagonally downward.
If in relevé, lower both heels and demi-plié both legs while simultaneously lowering the torso over the knees, 
contracting in the abdominals.
ARMS:  Move the Right arm forward to forward-diagonally low. Lift the Left arm backward-upward to finish in 
backward-diagonally-upward. 
FOCUS:  Down. 
Begin a supple SEQUENTIAL WAVING action by pushing both hips forward and extending the legs to finish in an 
upright stand (flat or in relevé).
ARMS:  Lower the Right arm downward-backward to backward-diagonally-downward.  Lift the Left arm forward-
upward to forward-diagonally-upward.
FOCUS:  Finish the movement forward-diagonally-upward over the Left hand.

Max.of 0.10 Failure to contract and/or extend in Sequential wave

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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Backward salto 
tucked

Up to 0.60 Failure to perform salto in designated body position (performs pike or 
layout)

Up to 0.20 Failure to extend/open prior to landing
0.05 Failure to pause in “controlled stick”

Points of emphasis:  Vertical take-off, minimum of 90° tuck position, amplitude of salto, extension/open of 
body prior to landing, controlled stuck landing

ROUND-OFF; FLIC-FLAC; BACKWARD SALTO TUCKED (CONTINUED)

14.  STRETCH JUMP; SEQUENTIAL FALL; POSE

Step forward Right and close the Left foot beside the Right foot.  Demi-plié both legs.
ARMS:  Cross the Right arm in front of the face toward the Left hand, then both arms move sideward-downward to 
low at the Left side of the body. 
Immediately extend both legs through the hips, knees, ankles and toes with the legs together to execute a STRETCH 
JUMP. During the JUMP, contract the torso sideward to the Left. 
ARMS:  In a continuous motion from joining the feet, circle both arms to the Right traveling sideward-upward to finish in 
high at the height of the JUMP (as the torso contracts Left).
Land on either the Left leg or both legs in demi-plié.   
Begin the SEQUENTIAL FALL by bending the Left leg and simultaneously bending the Right leg to place the Right 
shin on the floor and the Right foot pointed. Pass through a side-sitting position to the Right on the floor. Continue to 
lower the torso by pressing the Right outer thigh and hip on the floor.  Extend both legs and lower the torso to finish in 
an extended lying position on the Right side of the body.  
ARMS:  Continuing the circular motion, with both arms travelling side by side, lower both arms to the Left sideward-
downward to low. (The arms should have completed the circle by the end of the jump.)  As the feet contact the ground 
and the slide begins, the arms continue lowering to the Right to catch the body on the slide.  Place the Left hand on 
the floor next to the chest.  Simultaneously, the Right arm continues the circle and slides along the floor to finish in 
high with the palm on the floor and head resting on the Right upper arm/shoulder.
Tuck both legs and return to a sitting position, resting on the Right outer thigh and hip with the knees and feet 
together.
ARMS:  Push off the floor with the Left hand, moving the Left hand in front of the torso to finish in side-middle.  
Simultaneously slide the Right hand along the floor in toward the body to a finish in a support position close to the 
Right hip.
Ending POSES:  There are two final POSES (accented by the music), which are allowed to show creativity.  The only 
limitation on the POSES is that the POSES are NOT allowed to finish in a standing position. To allow for creativity, 
there is no deduction for adding movements into the poses which could be viewed as elements, i.e., back 
spin, shoulder roll, split, etc..
ARMS:  Optional.
LEGS:  Optional.
TORSO:  Optional.

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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Approach

Up to 0.30 Failure to maintain horizontal running speed to the board
Up to 0.30 Excessive forward lean of body upon board contact
Each 0.30 Additional jumps on the board (double bouncing)

5.00 Running on the board and stepping up on the mat  

Stretch Jump 
from Board to 
Mat  
*see pg. 159 
Landing Clari-
fication

Up to 0.50 Lack of height on Stretch Jump
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.30

Failure to maintain a stretched body position during jump
•	 Pike
•	 Tuck
•	 Arch

Up to 0.30 Incorrect arm and head alignment
Up to 0.20 Legs separated
Up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form

0.05 Lands with feet hip-width or closer but never joins feet
0.10 Lands with feet further than hip-width apart

Up to 0.10 Lands with feet staggered (one in front of the other)
Up to 0.50 Failure to land in demi-plié with control and proper body position

General
Up to 0.30 Incorrect direction

No deduction 
Void

Run-approach without executing the vault (Balk)
Touching the springboard or mat stack

LeveL 1 vauLt tabLe of PenaLties
STRETCH JUMP ONTO A MINIMUM OF 16 INCHES OF MATTING AND

HANDSTAND, FALL TO STRAIGHT LYING POSITION

STRETCH JUMP ONTO A MINIMUM OF 16 INCHES OF MATTING 

Approach
Each up to 0.20 Failure to maintain arms next to ears while reaching for the mat

Up to 0.10 Failure to use levering action into the handstand.
Each 0.50 Extra kick up to handstand

Handstand

Up to 0.50 Bent arms
Up to 0.30 Bent legs
Up to 0.20 Legs separated
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.30
Up to 0.50
Up to 0.30 

Incorrect alignment in the handstand
•	 Showing a shoulder angle less than 180 degrees
•	 Pike
•	 Arch

Each 0.10 Additional hand placements (taking steps on hands)
Up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form

Post-Hand-
stand
Landing

Up to 1.00 Failure to land in a straight lying position on the back

HANDSTAND, FALL TO STRAIGHT LYING POSITION 

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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General 
Faults

Each phase up to 0.30
Each phase up to 0.50

Failure to maintain a straight body position
•	 Arch
•	 Pike

Each phase up to 0.30 Legs bent
Each phase up to 0.20 Legs separated
Each phase up to 0.10 Incorrect foot form
Each phase up to 0.10 Incorrect head alignment

Up to 0.30 Deviation from a straight direction
Up to 0.30 Insufficient	dynamics	(speed/power)

Level 4 -   2.00
Level 5 - VOID Aid	of	coach	during	first	flight,	support,	or	second	flight	phase

VOID Performing incorrect vault (i.e., squat on, etc.)
0.50 Aid of coach upon landing

No deduction
VOID

 Run-approach without executing the vault (Balk) 
•	 Touching	the	springboard	or	vault	table

LeveL 4 & 5 vauLt tabLe of PenaLties
HANDSPRING VAULT

First Flight See Vault General Faults

Support 
Phase

Up t0o 0.50 Arms bent
2.00 Completely bent arms causing head to contact vault table

Up to 0.30 Incorrect shoulder alignment (showing shoulder angle less than 180°)
Up to 0.50 Too long in support
Up to 0.20 Alternate repulsion
Up to 1.00

No deduction
0.05 - 0.50
0.55 - 1.00

Angle of repulsion (failure to leave vault table by vertical-The angle of 
repulsion is determined by the angle created from the hands to the body part 
that is furthest past vertical)        If the gymnast leaves the vault table by: 
•	 Vertical
•	 1° to 45° past vertical
•	 46° - 89° past vertical

Each 0.10 Additional hand placements (taking steps/hops on hands)
Chief judge-1.00 Touch of only one hand on vault table

VOID No hand support on vault table

Second 
Flight

Up to 0.50 Insufficient	height
Up to 0.30 Insufficient	distance

0.30  Brush, touch, or hit of body on far end of vault table  

Landing-
see p. 159 
Landing 
Clarification	

0.05 Lands with feet hip-width apart or closer but never joins feet

Up to 0.10 Slight hop/small adjustment of feet; or lands with feet staggered (one in front 
of the other)

0.10 Lands with feet further than hip-width apart
Up to 0.10 Extra arm swing(s)
Up to 0.20 Additional trunk movements to maintain balance
Up to 0.20 Incorrect body posture on landing

(Max. 0.40) Each 0.10 Taking steps after landing
(Max. 0.40) Each 0.20 Very large step or jump

Up to 0.30 Squat upon landing

Up to 0.30
0.50

Contacts the mat/apparatus with one/both hands or with body after landing
•	 Brush, touch, or hit
•	 Support on hand(s) or fall onto mat or against apparatus

(Includes the fall) 2.00
(Fall on apparatus)

0.50 + 2.00 = 2.50

Failure	to	land	on	the	feet	first	on	the	mat

•	 Finishes in a sitting, lying or standing position on the vault table

 .05 – .50

45°

.55 – 1.00

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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AMPLITUDE
UNEVEN BARS

Up to 0.20 Insufficient	internal	body	amplitude	(stretch/tightness)	during	extended	positions

Up to 0.20 Insufficient	external	amplitude	away	from	bar	during	swinging/circling	
movements

BALANCE BEAM AND FLOOR EXERCISE

Up to 0.10 Insufficient	amplitude	on	non	value	part	choreography/dance	steps	(general	
deduction for whole exercise)

Up to 0.20 Insufficient	height	(hip	rise)	on	leaps	and	jumps
Up to 0.20 Insufficient	quickness	off	hands	in	flight	elements	with	hand	support
Up to 0.30 Insufficient	height	(hip	rise)	on	salto	elements

 RHYTHM
UNEVEN BARS, BEAM AND FLOOR

0.10 Concentration pause (more than 2 seconds)
Up to 0.20 Lack of continuity (tempo) between elements in a directly connected series

Up to 0.20 Gymnast not performing in time with the music (General deduction throughout 
Floor Exercise routine)

Up to 0.20 Lack of sureness (General deduction throughout Balance beam routine)
DIRECTION AND PLACEMENT OF ELEMENTS

BALANCE BEAM AND FLOOR EXERCISE
Up to 0.10 Error in line of direction or spacing of a single element
Up to 0.20 Error in line of direction of acrobatic, dance or dance/acro series 
Up to 0.30 Error	in	line	of	direction	or	placement	of	whole	section	of	floor	pattern

LANDING OF ELEMENTS & DISMOUNTS 

Landing Clarification 
for Vault and Bar/ 
Beam Dismounts

There is NO deduction for landing with feet a maximum of hip-width apart, 
provided that they join (slide) the heels together on the controlled extension. 
If the entire foot/feet are sliding or lifting off the floor to join, it is considered a 
small step (Up to 0.10)

0.05 Lands with feet hip-width apart or closer but never joins feet (V, & UB/BB dismnts)
Up to 0.10 Lands with feet staggered (one in front of the other)   (V & UB/BB dismnts)

0.10 Lands with feet further than hip-width apart  (V & UB/BB dismnts)
Up to 0.10 Slight hop or small adjustment of feet
Up to 0.10 Extra arm swing(s) upon landing

Each 0.10 (Max. 0.40) Taking steps after landing 
 Each 0.20 (Max. 0.40) Very large step or jump

Up to 0.20 Additional trunk movements to maintain balance (for UB, BB (dismounts) & FX)
Up to 0.30 Squat upon landing

Contacting the mat or apparatus with one or both hands or with body after landing
Up to 0.30 •	 Brush, touch or hit

0.50 •	 Support on hand(s) or fall onto mat or against apparatus
Up to the value of the 
element + 0.50 for fall

Failure	to	land	on	the	feet	first	for	UB,	BB	and	FX	saltos	and/or	dismounts	=	
failure to complete a major element

NEUTRAL DEDUCTIONS TAKEN BY EACH JUDGE
Assistance (spotting) from coach:

Up to the Value of
 the Element + 0.50 •	 Coach assists (touches) during element

0.50 •	 Coach assists (touches) on landing only 

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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CAST, SQUAT 
OR PIKE ON, 
or CAST, 360° 
BACKWARD 

SOLE CIRCLE 
(0.20)

0.20 Alternate foot placement

0.05 Insufficient backward swing of legs into cast (hip lift only)

JUMP TO LONG 
HANG KIP

 (0.60)
Up to 0.20 Failure to swing to near horizontal

CAST TO ABOVE 
HORIZONTAL 

(0.40)

Up to 0.30

0.05 – 0.20  
0.25 –0.30

Insufficient amplitude of cast (line from shoulders to mid-
point of lowest body part-abdomen, hips, knees or feet)
• Horizontal to 45° below horizontal
• 46° or more below horizontal

Up to 0.20 Incorrect body alignment (Failure to show straight line from 
shoulders to feet with chest hollow)

SYMBOL ELEMENT DEDUCTION FAULTS

STRADDLE OR 
PIKE GLIDE KIP 

(0.60)

Up to 0.10 Failure to lead with the feet in the forward glide swing 
(performs long hang kip)

Up to 0.20 Insufficient extension at end of glide

0.10 Failure to close legs at end of straddle glide

LONG HANG 
PULLOVER (0.60)

0.10 Failure to show slight arched position on bottom of 
downswing

Up to 0.20 Excessive piking of body

0.30 Failure to maintain overgrip (hands completely release bar)

1.00 Performing a backward giant circle prior to pulling hips 
toward bar

UNDERSWING, 
FIRST 

COUNTERSWING 
(a minimum of 15° 
below horizontal) 

(0.60)

0.20
Failure to contact the bar with the mid to lower thighs 
between the completion of the long hang pullover and the 
initiation of the underswing

Up to 0.10 Failure to maintain neutral head position

Up to 0.20 Failure to maintain a straight-hollow body position 
throughout

0.20 Hips contacting bar (no deduction for thighs touching bar)

Up to 0.20 Hips not at a minimum of 15° below the level of the high bar 
(horizontal)

Up to 0.20
Failure to show a straight line from hands to hips with chest 
in a hollow position with a rounded hip angle with the feet 
pointed downward (excessive piking)

0.30 Body arched and/or hips open to an extended position with 
the feet over LB

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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LeveL 3 baLance beam tabLe of PenaLties
Refer to General Faults and Penalties for additional deductions.
* Indicates a reversal is allowed
Time:  55 seconds    Warning: 45 seconds

SYMBOL ELEMENT DEDUCTION FAULTS

*LEG SWING 
MOUNT WITH 
½ (180º) TURN 

(0.20)

Up to 0.10 Lack of continuity in ½ (180º) turn to straddle sit

*CROSS 
HANDSTAND 

(0.60)

0.10 Incorrect (staggered) hand placement

Up to 0.30 Failure to attain vertical

ARABESQUE 
(45º) 
(0.40) 

0.10 Failure to maintain a consistent height of leg throughout the 
rond de jambe

Up to 0.10 Failure to lift free leg a minimum of 45º above the beam in 
arabesque

Up to 0.10 Failure to hold arabesque one second

STRAIGHT LEG 
LEAP (90º)

(0.60)

Up to 0.10 Bending lead (front) leg on take-off

0.05 Failure to pause in low arabesque position on landing

STRETCH 
JUMP;  

STRETCH JUMP 
(Each 0.40)

Each 0.10 Failure to land on both feet simultaneously

Up to 0.20 Insufficient continuity between jumps

TWO (2) ½ (180º) 
PIVOT TURNS; 

(Each 0.20)
Each Up to 0.10 Lack of sharpness in pivot turns

½ (180º) TURN 
IN FORWARD 
PASSÉ (HEEL-
SNAP TURN) 

(0.40)

0.10 Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé)

0.05 Failure to lower heel at completion of turn

* CARTWHEEL 
TO SIDE 

HANDSTAND, 
* ¼ (90º) TURN 

DISMOUNT
 (0.60)

0.10 Incorrect (simultaneous) hand placement

Up to 0.30 Failure to attain vertical

0.20 Failure to perform the ¼ (90°) turn

Up to 0.10 ¼ (90º) turn incomplete or overturned

Up to 0.10 Failure to maintain hand contact on beam until body passes 
by the horizontal plane

Up to 0.60

Failure to complete dismount (these deductions do not 
include possible body position faults):
When the gymnast attempts but fails to complete the 
dismount, apply the specific deductions as listed for those 
phases not performed:
Example:  Attempts dismount, does not attain vertical, then 
falls and does not repeat:
Deduct     Up to 0.30     (failure to attain vertical)
                          0.20     (failure to perform 90° turn)
                    =    0.50     for incomplete element + 0.50 (fall) 
                                      for a TOTAL OF 1.00

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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SYMBOL ELEMENT DEDUCTION FAULTS

* CARTWHEEL 
TO SIDE 

HANDSTAND, 
* ¼ (90º) TURN 

DISMOUNT
 (0.60)

0.10 Incorrect (simultaneous) hand placement

Up to 0.30 Failure to attain vertical

Up to 0.10 Failure to hold one second

0.20 Failure to perform the ¼ (90°) turn

Up to 0.10 ¼ (90º) turn incomplete or overturned

Up to 0.10 Failure to maintain hand contact on beam until body passes 
by the horizontal plane

Up to 0.60

Failure to complete dismount (these deductions do not 
include possible body position faults):
When the gymnast attempts but fails to complete the 
dismount, apply the specific deductions as listed for those 
phases not performed:
Example:  Attempts dismount, does not attain vertical, then 
falls and does not repeat:      
Deduct    Up to 0.30     (failure to attain vertical)
                         0.10     (not held one second)
                         0.20     (failure to perform 90° turn)
                    =   0.60     for incomplete element + 0.50 (fall)
                                     for a TOTAL OF 1.10            

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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SYMBOL ELEMENT DEDUCTION FAULTS

SPLIT JUMP 
(150º) 
(0.40)

Up to 0.10 Failure to land with feet closed

0.10 Failure to land on both feet simultaneously

Up to 0.20 Insufficient continuity between jumps

SISSONNE
 (0.20)

Up to 0.10 Insufficient lift of the front leg (less than 45º)

Up to 0.10 Insufficient lift of the back leg (less than horizontal)

0.05 Failure to pause in low arabesque position on landing

SEQUENTIAL 
WAVE Max. of  0.10 Failure to contract and/or extend

1/1 (360º) TURN 
IN FORWARD 
PASSÉ (0.40)

0.10 Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé)

0.30 Use of heel-snap turn technique

* CARTWHEEL 
TO SIDE 

HANDSTAND, 
* ¼ (90º) TURN 

DISMOUNT
 (0.60)

0.10 Incorrect (simultaneous) hand placement

Up to 0.30 Failure to attain vertical

Up to 0.20 Failure to hold two seconds

0.20 Failure to perform the ¼ (90°) turn

Up to 0.10 ¼ (90º) turn incomplete or overturned

Up to 0.10 Failure to maintain hand contact on beam until body passes by 
the horizontal plane

Up to 0.60

Failure to complete dismount (these deductions do not include 
possible body position faults):
When the gymnast attempts but fails to complete the dismount, 
apply the specific deductions as listed for those phases not 
performed:
Example:  Attempts dismount, does not attain vertical, then 
falls and does not repeat:  
      Deduct    Up to 0.30     (failure to attain vertical)
                               0.20     (not held two seconds)
                               0.20     (failure to perform 90° turn)
                          =   0.70     for incomplete element + 0.50 (fall) 
                                           for a TOTAL OF 1.20

(Revisions effective 8-1-14)
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LeveL 4 fLoor exercise tabLe of PenaLties
Refer to General Faults and Penalties for additional deductions.
* Indicates a reversal is allowed

SYMBOL ELEMENT DEDUCTION FAULTS
STRADDLE 
JUMP (120°)

(0.40)
Up to 0.10 Failure to land with feet closed   

*STRETCH 
JUMP WITH ½ 
(180°) TURN 

(0.40)

Up to 0.10 Failure to keep legs joined in the air throughout the stretch 
jump with ½ (180°) turn

Up to 0.10 Failure to land with feet closed

*FRONT 
HANDSPRING 
TO TWO FEET 

(0.60)

Up to 0.10 Failure to maintain arms next to ears & focus on hands 
throughout

Up to 0.20 Flight prior to hand contact (dive)

0.10 Incorrect (alternate or staggered) hand placement

0.60 Total lack of repulsion (Front Walkover/Limber - change of 
element)

0.10 Failure to land on both feet simultaneously

0.10 Failure to rebound immediately

STRAIGHT ARM 
BACKWARD 

ROLL TO 
HANDSTAND 

(0.40)

0.30 Hands placed on floor during squat phase prior to rolling 
backward

Up to 0.10 Hands placed further than shoulder-width apart

Up to 0.30 Failure to pass through vertical

0.40 Performs a backward roll step-out (change of element)

FORWARD 
SPLIT 
(0.20)

Up to 0.20 Failure to achieve 180° split position (legs flat on floor)

STRAIGHT LEG 
LEAP (120º) 

(0.60)
Up to 0.10 Bending the lead (front) leg on take-off

1/1 (360°) TURN 
IN FORWARD 

PASSÉ 
(0.40)

0.10 Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé)

0.30 Use of heel-snap turn technique

*BACK 
WALKOVER 

(150°)
(0.40)

Up to 0.10
Failure to show continuous leg lift into walkover 
(leg lifts then drops, stops, or lifts after the arching backward 
has begun)

0.10 Incorrect (staggered or alternate) hand placement

SEQUENTIAL 
WAVE Max. of  0.10 Failure to contract and/or extend
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SYMBOL ELEMENT DEDUCTION FAULTS

STRAIGHT LEG 
LEAP (150º)

(0.60) 
 Up to 0.10 Bending the lead (front) leg on take-off

SWITCH-LEG 
LEAP (150°)

 (0.60)

Up to 0.10 Bending the lead (front) leg on take-off

0.10 Failure to swing front leg a minimum of 45° forward before 
swinging back

1/1 (360°) TURN 
IN FORWARD 
PASSÉ (0.40)

0.10 Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé)

0.30 Use of heel-snap turn technique

SEQUENTIAL 
WAVE Max. of  0.10 Failure to contract and/or extend

Up to 0.20 Lack of acceleration in the series

*ROUND-OFF 
(0.40)

Up to 0.30 Failure to pass through vertical

0.10 Failure to land on both feet simultaneously

FLIC-FLAC
(0.40)

Up to 0.20 Squat into flic-flac

0.10 Failure to land on both feet simultaneously

BACKWARD 
SALTO

TUCKED
(0.60)

Up to 0.60 Failure to perform salto in designated body position 
(performs pike or layout)

Up to 0.20 Failure to extend/open prior to landing

0.05 Failure to pause in “controlled stick”

OR


